Visit our upper lobby to check out some MR. BURNS-inspired artwork!
A POST-ELECTRIC WORLD: Viewpoints from Visual Artists
What does the future of the District hold if a majority of the human population is annihilated tomorrow? We have asked
three local artists to envision a post-apocalyptic DC. They spoke with experts in the science and energy community
and pondered what would happen to our electric infrastructure, our water supply, and our historic architecture. Take a
stroll into a post-apocalyptic future, through the eyes of visual artists: tomorrow, seven years, and 75 years after that.
Gregg Deal, a 13-year resident of the DC area, is an artist that is constantly pushing his art through contemporary mediums.
From his time immersed in the 90’s as a graffiti and street artist, to his training as a fine art painter, Gregg marries all of his
experience into an incredibly self informed work that is humorous, insightful, and comments on the social aspects of the
world he lives. Working primarily in paint on surfaces from wood to canvas to glass like acrylic, he is a master at portraiture,
while his work takes on a roll of irony and humor, it has a sense of drama and social commentary that can’t be missed.
greggdeal.carbonmade.com
Dafna Steinberg is a native of Washington, DC. A graduate of Hampshire College, the International Center of Photography,
and Goldsmiths, University of London, she has exhibited in and curated challenging thematic shows in both in the United
States and overseas. Though her background is in photography, she also works in mixed media, video and collage.
Her collages are inspired from dreams, the media and how she sees the world. They are puzzles that come together
organically from bits and pieces of magazine cut outs, vintage postcards, and photographs of people she has never met.
dafnasteinberg.com
Kelly Towles is one of Washington, DC’s emerging artists. Towles has had numerous shows, including critically-acclaimed
shows at DC’s David Adamson Gallery. He has painted interiors of Toki Underground, Rouge 24, and Graffiato. A few more
projects coming out include limited edition bottles with DC Brau and a new snowboard line with Monument snowboard. He
depicts people dealing with the society in which they live and the emotional arsenal with which each person is equipped. He
resides in DC and loves DC to its core. He is also amazing at writing in third person. kellytowles.com
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